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Abstract. Model-driven software development is considered as a
promising paradigm in software engineering. Models are ideal means for
abstraction and can enable developers to master the increasing complexity
of software systems. However, it is not easy to construct consistent mod-
els. Inconsistent models are usually the source for erroneous code which
cannot be compiled or, if compiled, lead to malfunctioning applications.
Developers have little help in producing consistent models, i.e. they are
often not well informed by adequate error messages. Starting with a con-
sistent initial model, we follow the idea to identify designated model de-
velopment steps between consistent models only. These development steps
are defined as model transformations. Recurring modeling patterns are
identified and formalized as transformation rules. As essential contribu-
tion, a construction approach for consistent models in model-driven de-
velopment is deduced and specified on the basis of graph transformation
concepts. Using this approach, developers can be guided in the modeling
process such that consistent models are developed only.

Keywords: model-driven software development, UML, Eclipse, model
transformation, graph transformation.

1 Introduction

Software development is a creative process, like writing or painting. A num-
ber of software development methodologies such as the Unified Process [14] and
extreme programming [9], exist which guide the developers through the devel-
opment process and identify tasks where creativity is needed.

Model-driven software development (MDSD) [19] is an approach where models
are the central artifacts in software development and drive the code generation.
Thus, creativity is mainly focussed on the modeling phases in the development
process, while the implementation is performed automatically in large parts, once
a code generation infrastructure has been built up. As a consequence, MDSD can
increase the systematic proceeding in software development, due to a higher ab-
straction level. (However, some implementation tasks usually still remain, since
code generation is seldom hundred-percent.)

The conclusion that high-quality software can only be generated from high-
quality models has led to an ongoing discussion on model quality and the ques-
tion how to achieve high-quality models. An evolving line of research is model
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refactoring, but still in its infancy. Having defined model refactoring by lift-
ing refactoring concepts from the code to the model level, the relation between
model refactoring and its effect on the model quality remains a largely unan-
swered question. Also, the types of models for which refactoring is supported are
rather few. (See [17] for a survey on software refactoring.) An important aspect
of refactoring in the context of MDSD is how model refactoring interferes with
code generation. Similarly to code refactoring, model refactoring is intended to
improve model structures while the model behavior has to be preserved. Since
models are used for code generation, direct lifting of code refactorings to the
model level may lead to model refactorings which do not preserve model behav-
ior. For example, the renaming of model elements class diagrams might lead to
different text labels in generated data management Web pages. (The question
which model modifications should be considered as refactorings, is discussed in
[16].)

In current MDSD-approaches, developers get little help in producing consis-
tent models. Although code generation usually starts with model validation, not
all errors are found in this first validation phase. Therefore, the subsequent com-
piling phase might report further errors which are difficult to understand, since
they are concerned with the generated code. Even worse, erroneous models may
also cause runtime errors which are even more difficult to find, especially since
model debugging and testing are still in their infancy.

To support the construction of consistent models only, we identify develop-
ment steps which lead to meaningful models only. The main idea is to extract
modeling patterns which represent modeling knowledge of experienced develop-
ers. If needed, several model elements are inserted or changed, resp., to keep the
consistency of several model parts during their modification. For example, creat-
ing a new use case includes the creation of a new activity diagram as refinement.
Or if e.g. a method call shall be inserted as action, the corresponding method,
if not existing, has to be created.

Our construction of consistent models in model-driven software development
is structured in development steps which specify the least model modifications
to reach a consistent model again. The approach is illustrated by a small de-
velopment scenario which consists of code generation from UML models by An-
droMDA [6]. The specification of development patterns is based on the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) [2] and the transformation of EMF models [11]. To
summarize, an approach to systematic model-driven development by patterns is
deduced and specified on the basis of EMF model transformations. The chosen
model transformation approach can be formalized by algebraic graph transfor-
mation [12].

2 A Development Scenario in Model-Driven Software
Development

Let us consider a development scenario using AndroMDA as one of the state-of-
the-art tool for model-driven software development. AndroMDA has a generic
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code generation engine which can be adapted to certain domains by so-called
cartridges. Pre-existing cartridges enable the generation of web applications
based on software libraries such as Spring [5], Hibernate [8], and J2EE [4]. We
use AndroMDA to generate a simple university calendar as web application from
a UML model. The cartridges are not only responsible for code generation, but
also define a UML profile where special stereotypes and tagged values drive the
code generation. In the following, we consider some elements of the AndroMDA
UML profile to develop our scenario. For a detailed introduction to AndroMDA,
the reader is referred to [6].

The overall MDSD-development approach is use case-driven. Starting from
a use case description of a software system, each use case is specified by an
activity diagram which is successively refined. The associated class model de-
fines the underlying domain model. Modifying one part of a model requires that
all other parts are kept consistent. Otherwise, it might happen that the con-
sistency checker within the generator reports errors. That is the point where
modeling patterns might help. They represent the knowledge of experienced
developers about model development which keeps model parts consistent. We
describe modeling patterns by model transformation rules.

Fig. 1. A concrete modeling step

Imagine a simple domain model specifying lectures, rooms and persons who
act as lecturers which serves as a basis to realize use cases such as ”search
lecture”, ”modify lecture”, and ”insert new room”. As concrete modeling sce-
nario, we consider the model modifications to realize use case ”search lecture”.
The class model has to incorporate new service and controller classes and the
use case has to be refined by an activity diagram describing the corresponding
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web page. One modification step of corresponding class and activity diagrams is
shown in Figure 1. The upper class and activity diagrams are developed to the
lower diagrams in the figure. I.e. both model parts have to be changed simulta-
neously to keep the whole model consistent. The class diagram shows a section
of a service-oriented class model. A controller class has to exist which can rely
on services, here offered by class “LectureService”. The use case is refined by an
activity diagram which searches for all lectures first and then, shows them to
the users. Thereafter, they can filter this list by search criteria. To really show
a filtered set of lectures, controller method “showLectures()” is needed which is
inserted in the modeling step considered. This method can only be used here, if
it is also added to the corresponding controller class. Thus, the resulting model
is consistent only, if not only the activity diagram is extended but also the class
diagram is adapted accordingly. To realize the full use case, the activity diagram
has to be extended by signals modeling the search form and the presentation of
search results. Moreover, methods “showLectures()” and “findLecture()” have
to be implemented by hand.

3 Modeling Patterns

Considering concrete scenarios in model-driven development, different kinds of
development activities can be recorded. Besides true development steps such as
model refinements or extensions, other kinds such as refactorings and other opti-
mizations as well as documentation are also needed. We consider a development
step as micro step, if a model is modified and its consistency is kept.

A modeling pattern identifies experiential knowledge which we describe first
informally by choosing a pattern name, defining its input parameters, and pro-
viding an informal description. In the next section, we will specify modeling
patterns as EMF model transformation rules. Consequently, micro steps will be
specified as EMF model transformations. As an example for a modeling pattern,
we deduce the knowledge from the small development scenario presented in the
previous section. Starting with the development of a new use case, patterns like
AddUseCase, AddActivity, and AddServiceClass are needed.

AddMethodCallAsAction(activityName: String, methodName: String) is a pat-
tern for inserting the call of a controller method as action in an activity. It leads to
a consistent model only, if this method is already available in the corresponding
controller class. Otherwise, pattern AddNewMethodCallAsAction(activityName:
String, methodName: String) which additionally inserts a new method (without
parameters) in the controller class, has to be applied. Its return type should always
be void. This second pattern is the one which can be identified from the develop-
ment step depicted in Fig. 1.

Although service and controller methods have to be hand-coded, the pattern
idea can be extended also to code. For example, the implementation of a controller
method can include the realization of a corresponding web form. The controller
code which would be inserted by a pattern, can deal with the realization of drop
down menus for form entries and with the display of presentation data.
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4 The General Approach

After having discussed concrete scenarios for model-driven development in Sec. 2
and after having introduced the concept of modeling patterns in Sec. 3, we now
consider the construction approach for consistent models in general. Besides
the example application of this approach presented in Sec. 2 based on UML
and AndroMDA, there are further model-driven development scenarios such as
the generation of visual editors by the Eclipse Graphical Modeling Framework
(GMF) [1].

In the following, we first consider the relation between model and code and
clarify their syntax representation by abstract syntax graphs. Thereafter, we
structure model development in atomic steps, called micro steps, and consider
the specification of these steps by patterns. Since a model in MDSD is the source
for code generation, model development should not destroy the consistency of
models, i.e. the code generated from a modified model, should be executable and
meaningful. Only those development steps which fulfill these requirements, are
called micro steps. Finally, we sketch how development steps can be specified as
graph transformations.

4.1 Model and Code

The central part of a model-driven development is of course the model. Although
often UML or derivates of UML are used as modeling languages for software
development, other kinds of modeling languages are also possible. In the context
of e.g. Eclipse GMF a combination of several EMF models and their mapping
are considered as model.

In the concrete MDSD scenario in Sec. 2, a special UML profile for AndroMDA
is used which is needed for code generation. However, the code cannot be gen-
erated completely, but in addition, service and controller methods have to be
written by hand. Thus, hand-written code has to be taken into account in de-
velopment steps as well and has to be kept consistent with the UML model.
From this point of view, we decide to consider these code fragments as model
parts as well. Thus, we allow that a model can consist of several diagrams and of
code fragments which means that hand-written code fragments are considered
as model parts, too, according to the credo by Bezivin [10]: “Everything is a
model.”

4.2 Syntax Representation

Although diagrams and code differ heavily in their concrete representation, their
abstract syntax representations show a lot of similarities. Considering e.g. UML
diagrams as instances of MOF models, they consist of typed model elements and
their interrelations forming a graph-like structure. Code is usually represented
by abstract syntax structures which form trees or again graph-like structures.
Therefore, we consider graphs as abstract syntax structures for the kind of mod-
els we discuss for MDSD.
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Having two different graph representations for the diagram part of a model
and for the code available, the question is how they are interrelated. Looking
at the concrete AndroMDA model in Sec. 2, the interrelation between different
diagrams is realized by common model elements such as classes, variables, etc.
The interrelation between diagrams and code, however, is performed by names.
Methods, parameters, classes, etc. are defined in the UML model and used in
service and controller method bodies.

The abstract syntax representation of an UML model can be given by an EMF
instance model. Considering the upper two diagrams in Fig. 1, we see a section
of the class diagram and the activity diagram for use case “Search Lecture”.
A part of the complete example model is depicted as EMF instance model in
Fig. 2. The corresponding model element types are shown in angle brackets
such as <Class>. Thereafter, some of the model element attributes are depicted,
mostly just names. (Others can be considered by a special property view.) Please
note that class “LectureController” is highlighted and will be extended in the
following example of a development step.

Fig. 2. Part of the UML model in Fig. 1 as EMF model

Although depicted as tree, an EMF (instance) model can be considered as
graph where model elements represent graph nodes and links are considered as
graph edges.

4.3 Micro Development

To discuss model developments in the MDSD context, we first have to clarify the
notion of a consistent model: A model is considered to be consistent, if it is empty
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or derived by the application of modeling patterns. That means we do not use
some kind of consistency checker but develop models by performing well-defined
steps.

Consider for example the development step in Fig. 1 which adds a method
call as action to an activity. If the method to be called has not been defined, this
modification has to be extended by adding a new controller method. Both model
transformations together form a micro development step, but the first one alone
does not, if the corresponding controller method does not exist.

We specify micro development steps by modeling patterns as described in
Sec. 3. Each modeling pattern has a name and a list of parameters needed to
perform the corresponding development step. For example, consider again mod-
eling pattern AddNewMethodCallAsAction(activityName: String, methodName:
String) which is described in Sec. 3. Since we consider development steps as
model transformations, modeling patterns are specified further by model trans-
formation rules. Thus, pattern-based model-driven development is defined by
rule-based model transformations. For models which are available as EMF mod-
els, development steps can be performed as rule-based EMF transformations. A
framework for in-place EMF model transformations has been presented in [11].
Besides a compiler which generates transformation code in Java, this framework
also contains an interpreter which translates an EMF transformation to a graph
transformation performed by the graph transformation engine AGG [3]. In that
way, we showed how EMF transformations can be considered as algebraic graph
transformations.

In the following, we discuss EMF model transformation “AddMethodCallAs-
Action”. Here, we consider the case that this method has to be newly created
and added to the corresponding controller class. As described above, a modeling
pattern is needed which is specified by the EMF model transformation rule in
Fig. 3. This rule consists of four parts: a left-hand side (LHS) which defines a
model pattern to be found as pre-condition. In our case, we have to find a Call-
OperationAction which refines a use case with an assigned controller class. In
the right-hand side (RHS), the post-condition is formulated. Instances equally
numbered indicate identical instances within this rule. In our example RHS, a
new operation is assigned to the controller class and called in the action. Two
further pre-conditions, so-called negative application conditions (NACs), have
to be fulfilled: No other operation should be called and an operation named by
methodName, is not yet included in the controller class. Both NACs are for-
mulated by patterns which must not be found in the current model. They are
depicted in the top row. Applying this transformation rule to the model part
in Fig. 2, more exactly to the activity with name “search lectures” and setting
parameter methodName to “showLectures”, would lead to a model with class
“LectureController” containing a new operation “showLectures()” as depicted
in Fig. 4. Furthermore, this new operation is called in activity “search lectures”
which is not shown in the overall presentation of the EMF instance model.

The model development above contains diagram modifications only. Oth-
ers such as PopulateDropDownMenu discussed at the end of Sec. 3, modify
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Fig. 3. EMF model transformation rule for adding a method call as action

Fig. 4. Part of the UML EMF model in Fig. 2 after adding an operation

adjacent code parts. The corresponding development step has to be formulated
as transformation of the corresponding abstract syntax tree (AST). Analogously,
modeling patterns have to be specified by AST rewrites.

4.4 Macro Development

To implement a use case of some complexity, quite a number of micro steps
are probably needed to be performed. Furthermore, it should be clear that a
lot of different modeling patterns are needed to formulate the large variety of
model developments as model transformation sequences. Hence starting with the
development of a new use case, the developer should get some guidance which
modeling patterns can and should be used. Since modeling patterns are speci-
fied by model transformation rules, each pattern can be checked for applicability
at a certain model. In this way, we can find out those patterns which are us-
able at a certain development stage. However, there are certainly still too many
applicable patterns such that the developer should be guided even further. Look-
ing at existing software methodologies, a sequence of tasks can be identified in
each iteration phase. Mapping modeling patterns to certain tasks would increase
guidance.
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In general, a macro development step can be considered as a sequence of micro
development steps such that the whole functionality of a use case is realized.

Although model validation is usually a part of code generation, it is often
not comprehensive enough. That means valid models can still lead to erroneous
software code. All models developed by pattern-based development steps only,
should always lead to valid models. Moreover, they should lead to syntactically
correct code. Ideally, the set of all correct software system modeled without
patterns can also be modeled with patterns. This fact would mean that the set
of modeling patterns is comprehensive enough. In that case, we would call the
set of modeling patterns complete wrt. to the modeling language.

4.5 Alternative Format for Model Development Steps

Besides Eclipse EMF, models can also be given in other formats: For example,
UML models are usually stored in the XML format XMI [23]. Thus, development
steps in this context would be XML transformations. Different transformation
languages are around for XML such as XSL style sheets [24]. In [22], we have pre-
sented a graph transformation-based approach to XML transformations. XML
structures are translated to graphs which are transformed in a rule-based manner
and then, translated back to XML.

5 Related Work

Model refactoring is a specific kind of model development that allows us to
improve the structure of models while preserving their semantics. Sunyè et al.
[21] were the first who applied the idea of refactoring at the level of UML models.
Others, e.g. Porres in [18] followed and considered not only class diagrams but
also behavior diagrams. Moreover, Porres presents an approach where model
refactorings are specified by a rule-based language, similarly to the pattern-based
approach introduced in this work.

Refactoring in the context of model-driven software engineering raises new
challenges that need to be addressed. Model refactoring may also affect and
require changes to the hand-written source code, in order to keep them synchro-
nized with the generated code. This may require the need to perform code-level
refactorings. In contrast to its original definition, model refactorings may change
external qualities as perceived by the user, such as usability aspects. A compre-
hensive introduction into this subject is given in [16]. In this paper, we consider
development steps in general where refactoring steps form a special kind of.

The improvement of model quality is also the focus of Stürmer et.al. in [20]
where MATLAB Simulink/Stateflow models are improved by the application
of graph transformation using Fujaba and MOFLON. Although specifying var-
ious model improvements, this approach is not used for other kinds of model
development such as model extensions.

Batory has the vision of architectural meta programming [7] where programs
are values and program development is performed by functions mapping pro-
grams to programs. He considers program refactoring, program synthesis, and
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model-driven development from this perspective. While functions only add struc-
ture, modeling patterns can perform any kind of change. Thus, our approach mir-
rors the usual process of software development which is not always as straight
forward as desirable, in a better way.

6 Conclusion

This article presents a construction concept for consistent models in model-
driven software development based on modeling patterns. A complex develop-
ment scenario is structured into steps between consistent models only. Each step
is specified by a modeling pattern which specifies the intended model modi-
fications. The approach has been illustrated by a small development scenario
which consists of code generation from UML models by AndroMDA. Identified
modeling patterns are formulated as EMF model transformations.

Due to space limitations, only one example for a modeling pattern has been
presented. However, further modeling pattern have been identified. To apply this
model construction concept in a larger context, a catalog of modeling patterns is
needed, similarly to catalogs of design patterns and refactorings. Note that such
a pattern catalog should also contain patterns which take back model exten-
sions, since development is not always as straight forward as desirable. Having
a mature code generator for the considered modeling languages at hand, it is
furthermore interesting to show that a pattern set is consistent and complete
wrt. the modeling language.

Of course, each MDD infrastructure with its modeling language and code
generator needs its catalog of modeling patterns. Besides model-driven software
development based on UML and AndroMDA, the approach could be applied
also to further scenarios such as the development of EMF models to generate
structured data models as well as Eclipse GMF models to generate graphical
editors.

Often model-driven development does not only mean model development, but
also includes coding to a certain percentage. This situation does not allow a con-
ception as clear as desirable. In the approach presented, these code parts concep-
tually belong to the model which means that development steps also comprise
direct code modifications. The idea is to provide two graph parts for diagrams
and code within an abstract syntax graph. These parts are not directly inter-
connected, but refer to each other by equal names. This solution is simple, but
not always as flexible as needed. A further possibility is the use of triple graphs
[15] consisting of a diagram and a code graph with a third graph in between
specifying interconnections between these two ones. Alternatively, distributed
graphs could be used to specify abstract syntax graphs of different view points
as in [13]. This issue shows that our approach based on graph transformation
concepts is full of potentials to consider fundamental questions in model-driven
development in a new light.
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